
 



 THE FIRST FLOATING ART EXHIBITION ON A LUXURY YACHT 

‘QUEEN OF SEA’ ART EXPO VENICE 2019  

INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY ART EXHIBITION                                                                                                

A unique exhibition that will see Artworks of International Artists, exhibited in all the 

environments of the Bert Valletta Yacht, for an exclusive class event during the most sought-

after period by the Artists from all over the world, in Venice, city of water par excellence..  

From the BIG EXHIBITION series, organized by QUEENARTSTUDIO GALLERY, the exhibition will contain a 

selection of FREE THEME Works, but with an eye to the marine and landscape subject, and / or bound water, a 

topic that includes the inevitable link with flora and fauna, and respect for the environment. 

The exhibition is designed to draw public attention to the correlation between the various elements, essential 

for our environment and for the future of our planet. The Works will be exhibited in all the rooms of the 

exclusive boat from 5 to 11 October 2019 with Vernissage on 5 October at 18.00 

The exhibition will be accompanied by a paper catalog and a video catalog of the works  



* BERT VALLETTA YACHT 

Bert Yacht is a Maltese yacht of 30 metres. It is happily docked at new St. Elena’s dock , gardens where Venice Art 

Biennal Festival is kept and will close in November 2019 this year. Lo Yacht Bert è uno Yacht Maltese di 30 

metri.Passwords of this exclusive and unique location in the 

most romantic city in the world are style, adventure but 

elegance above all.  

The Bert is in possession of refined areas and cabins and class 

locations. There are 6 

cabins all different from 

each other, which go from 

the ones of “ crew style” 

with bunk beds for 

voyagers who want to 

experience the real yacht, to King and 

Superior cabins with Jacuzzi tub, mini bars 

and big spaces for the best comfort. Bert 

Yacht gives you a relaxing atmosphere in an 

exclusive set up. It is the ideal accomodation 

for everybody who looks for a unique way to 

live Venice. It will be the prestigious 

QueenArtStudio Gallery’s office in Venice in 

October 2019.                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

*VENICE ART BIENNAL FESTIVAL  

 

 One of the MOST IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL SHOWS of contemporary art in the world organized each two years. It is 

the oldest periodical exhibition institution on International level. It’s of great prestige and carries out function of 

information and on-time update for the big world audience.    



It has a very important role in enhancing new trends, in legitimising emerging artists and in definitively devoting quality 

artists. For most of Italian and foreign artists, to take part in a project like ours represents still today a great credit title and 

one of the most important chance to enter an International showcase. Please, remember that this project is inserted in 

International Art reality of Venice in this very important period, when it is attended by thousands of art enthusiasts, 

collectors, gallery owners and famour celebrities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*QUEENARTSTUDIO GALLERY 

 QueenArtStudio is a well-known art gallery leader in the field of National and International and cultural events’ 

organization. It is the location of art and cultural prestige and every year receives intellectuals and artists all over the 

world. The “Il Centro Espositivo Internazionale  di  Arte e Cultura “ ( International exhibition centre of art and culture) is a 

centre for promotion and artisitc presentation and organizes collective and solo shows, cultural twinnings , art 

laboratories, workshops, collaborations and discussions, conferences with exposure of International works of art. The 

elegant art gallery is on two floors and is located in Padua’s heart close to the most important monuments, to squares and 

to the huge passage of persons. It is the ideal 

location for art events, it is specialized in 

contemporary art shows, and is also present in the 

prestigious World Ehibitions. In its location, it shows 

a selection of International professional artists and 

organizes collective shows by focusing on young and 

foreign artists who reflect media’s diversity inside 

contemporary visual art.  

For emerging artists, this is a first step towards 

visibility and internationalization, a starting point for 

potential’s development in Italian and world art 

service. Attention on events is given by Mrs Maria 



Grazia Todaro who describes her permanent exhibition centre for promotion of arts and culture in this way : “ It’s not a 

shop, or a showcase, but a real salon for meetings and exhibitions. Centre is a springboard to further push over borders in 

order to support our excellent Italian art and also art of 

all over the world in the most important world 

Exhibitions”.   

Edited by 

 Maria Grazia 

Todaro Art 

Director di 

QueenArtStudio 

Gallery 

 

 

Centro Espositivo Culturale Artistico  Internazionale 

 Riviera Tito Livio 75- 35100 Padova 

www.queenartstudio.it  queenartstudiopadova@gmail.com tel +39 3346447738  

PARTNERS AND COLLABORATIONS 

 The Paper Catalog will be produced by Pablo Ayo 

   http://www.pabloayo.com 

Pablo Ayo is a journalist, writer, researcher, and a professor of computer science, he has worked 

extensively with some of the best-known mystery scholars. His articles have appeared in 

magazines such as Nexus, Stargate Magazine, UFO News, Alien Dossier, Extraterrestrial, Palamito 

News. His research ranges from buried civilizations to the new frontiers of quantum physics and 

space exploration. He is editor of the online magazine Strangedays and founder of the Star * Gard Research Center for 

phenomena 

    Almax Star Magazine which will highlight the event 

https://www.almaxstarmagazine.it/ 

Managed by Visual Manager Serena Baldaccini and Akessia Marani, Almax Star Magazine is an online art magazine, which 

relies on social networks and, of course, on the web with much success, thanks to the collaboration of great personalities, 

management, large productions musicals and great characters, television or not. The magazine hosts the QuernArtStudio 

Gallery rubric every month   

 Studio Radio Studio Live 91 with interviews on the event and on the Artists with 

Agostino Spolaore 

https://www.radiostudio91.live/ 

A radio that broadcasts the best music of all genres 24 hours a day without commercial breaks, 

but above all that wants to give space to the creativity of the new generations by hosting singers, emerging bands and 

participating in live events. To enrich the schedule, musical information broadcasts, interviews and talk shows with various 

types of guests also broadcast on radio broadcasts are added. 

FOLLOW US 

Fb page: Queenartstudio Gallery e MariaGrazia Todaro Art Director  Instagram:queenartstudio_gallery  

Google+ QueenArtStudio Gallery linkedin QueenArtStudio Youtube QueenArtStudio 

http://www.queenartstudio.it/
mailto:queenartstudiopadova@gmail.com

